
Revenue Perfins Documented on US
Postage Stamps
By Chuck Spaulding (#2355)

The planned catalog of Rev-Perfs will have a
special section on the postal perfin types found in
revenue stamps. Many of you may not have
noticed that the revised U.S. Perfins Catalog now
includes revenue information. The figure below
shows an R placed after the usage date on the left
page. This R indicates that the perfin design has
been found in a revenue stamp (see below).

As part of our research we have been confirming
the postal designs that have been found in
revenues. We have been discovering new designs
that are not currently listed in the catalog. T o
date, there are 635 U.S. perfins found in both
postage and revenue stamps. For this report I've
prepared a listing of them. The list keeps growing.
It seems that every day someone finds a new one.
Club members can help us to confirm designs and
to add new ones. The Rev-Perfs could have been
easily overlooked because many of them may be
hidden among the very common E and F rated
postal perfin designs. However, if the user was not
a stockbroker or a company that didn't use stock
transfer stamps, there is a good possibility that the
Rev-Perfs you find are rare.

The listing notes the U.S. Catalog ratings for the
patterns in postage stamps and preliminary (bold)
ratings when found in revenues. The preliminary
ratings are based on my 15 years of studying Rev-
Perfs and the collective experience of the
project's working group. As soon as possible, I
would like to conduct a survey of the Club
members and refine these ratings. I don't think
any of the F ratings will change, but some of my
E's will become D's and some of my A's may
become B+'s or B's. The general pattern of their
being common or scarce is unclear at present.

Perhaps the most revealing information in the
listing is that a lot of postal perfins with high U.S.
Catalog ratings (B, B+, A) are rated low (F, E, D)
when the same designs are found in revenues. The
reason for this extreme change in the ratings may
be easily understood if we examine the users of
these perfin designs. All the users whose pattern’s
value drops from a high postal rating to a low
revenue rating are stockbrokers. In the listing
presented later I've placed an asterisk (*) next t o
those designs whose user are confirmed to be
stockbrokers.

Stock Transfer Stamps

Stockbrokers, and companies involved with the
trading of securities, were required by federal and
some state laws to use revenue stamps. Some of
these revenue stamps were valued as high as
$10,000 for each stamp. Back then, a thief could
retire by stealing and fencing a few sheets of these
revenue stamps. The companies must have been
very concerned about the theft of high value
revenues, and placed a high priority on these
stamps being perforated. The scarcity of the
patterns in postage stamps, indicates that were less
concerned about the loss of the lower valued
postage stamps. A closer look at one of these
stockbrokers may be helpful.

Carlisle, Mellick & Co. used a number of
perforators. Two of their perforators are listed in
the U.S. Perfins Catalog as perfin designs C208.5I
and C209. On the next page I show part of the
work sheet that shows these designs with revenue
data. C208.5I has an A rating when found in
postage. Based on the quantities we found of this
design in revenues we ultimately gave it a D rating
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 as a Rev-Perf. B+ is the postal rating for C209
but in revenues the design is so common we should
give it a Z rating. In addition, we found three new
designs that, to the naked eye, look the same as
C209. These new perfin designs are very common
in revenue stamps, but have not yet been reported
in postage stamps.

If you study the listing you will find that this trend
is consistent for most of the stockbrokers. Their
companies used stock transfer stamps and the
Rev-Perfs are usually very common in these
stamps. Very early issues, however, can be scarce.

Their designs are also found in documentary and
future delivery stamps which are not as common.

The listing also shows that a few stockbrokers
must have routinely perforated all their types of
stamps because their rating in postage and
revenues are usually the same.

Companies that were not involved with the
trading of securities are shown in the listing
without an asterisk. If you study them you will
notice that many D, E and F rated postal designs
have an A or B rating when found in revenue
stamps. These companies were probably not
required to use a lot of revenue stamps in their
normal business activities. Therefore, their
patterns are usually scarce as Rev-Perfs. Their
perfin designs can be found in documentary,
proprietary, wine, and narcotics stamps.

Our research has discovered about 300 new perfin
types similar to postal perfins that have not yet
been reported in postage. They will be included in
the perfins section of the new catalog. We feel
that perfin collectors will enjoy using this section.
It will be a nice place to store all the Rev-Perfs
that many of us mix with our postal perfins.

Potentially, a very large number of postal perfins
in the U. S. Perfins Catalog will be found in
revenue stamps. A perfin user involved in a legal
transaction may have been required to use revenue
stamps. A simple land deal that involved a deed
required documentary revenue stamps. This type
of document was usually stored away in a safe
place and the stamps on the document may have
never been soaked off or reached collectors’
hands. Perfinned postal covers have a much
greater chance to be found by perfin collectors.

On the following two pages I present a listing of
U.S. Perfins Found in Both Postage and Revenues
Stamps and their Comparative Ratings c =
Confirmed, * = Stockbroker, ( ) Ratings in
Postage, Bold A, B, C, D, E, F are preliminary
ratings in Rev's.

Another Appeal for Help...

Have fun searching for rare Rev-Perfs and please
let us know what you find, so we can include it
in the new catalog.
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